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LESSON 16 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction:  

This lesson is based on the notes on “Computerised Systems”. 

Instructions 

In your Exercise Book, copy the Header and the learning outcome. Make sure that your 

Handwriting is neat and legible. (We will be checking your Exercise Book when you return to 

School). 

 

 

 

Lesson 16: Computerised System  

 

 

Please read your Lesson notes (resource) and complete the Practice Exercise 16 below. 

What is a Computerized Records Management System?  
 
Electronic documents are records just as much the same as paper documents. Their creation, use, 
maintenance, and disposition must be managed properly. The most common types of document-
based electronic records are word processing files, spreadsheets, presentation files and e-mail 
messages. 
All systems require that new files be given names in order for the computer system to save them. The 
document name usually consists of a drive identity, a directory, subdirectories, the file name, and a 
software extension. Let us s look at the document name;  
F:/Administration/Budget/1998/Final.doc.  
F = drive Administration = directory Budget = subdirectory 1998 = sub-subdirectory Final = file name 
doc = software extension   
There are many advantages to standardizing the naming conventions for electronic documents. 
Standardised file names allow agencies to;  
 
1. Access files easily and rapidly.   
2. Reduce redundancy of files. 
3. Avoid loss of information.  
4. Name files quickly and easily.   
5. Share files easily.   
 

Subject: Grade 12 Business Studies 

Term 1 

Week 8 Lesson Number: 16 

Date: ___/____/2021 

Topic: Records Management  

Sub Topic: Computerised System 

Learning outcomes: At the end of this lesson, you should be able to: 

1. explain how a Records System is created and maintained    

2. explain the purpose and importance of following set guidelines in creating and 

maintaining record systems  

3.  discuss the advantages and disadvantages of following set guidelines in creating and 

maintaining record systems 
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LESSON 16 
 

Naming conventions should be based on business processes, retention requirements, location of 
users and retrieval requirements.   
 
Advantages of computerized records management   
  
Computerised records management has a number of advantages as listed below.  
 
1. More space - Computerising a paper system can create additional space, as there is no longer a 
need to store large volume of paper records or files. This free space can be used for other purposes 
such as storing additional equipment. The freed-up space can be even ideal for business expansion  
 
2. Legibility and accuracy - Over time paper documents can become damaged, leading to information 
loss. Hand written documents can become very hard to read or illegible after a very long time.  Misfiled 
documents will be hard to find when they are needed most. A computerized system can eliminate 
these issues, resulting in a more accurate and organized method of document management. 
 
3. Speed and efficiency - A computerized system offers greater speed than a paper system. It enables 
the user to find what is needed in just a few keystrokes or mouse clicks. Greater speed and efficiency 
results in greater productivity and less time wasted.   
 
4. Environmentally friendliness - Computerising paper files is one more way to ‘go green’, as the need 
for less paper can help preserve more trees. Computerising the records will only be beneficial to the 
organization if the files are managed and protected well. Everyone concerned should be disciplined 
enough to protect and manage the constant creation of files by computers. The system must be well 
structured and organized so that accurate source data can be sourced for filing. 
 

 

Now attempt Practice Exercise 16  

Copy the questions onto your exercise books and write your answers.       

 

                                           PRACTICE EXERCISE 16 

 

1. Explain what is a Computerized Records Management System? 

2. List some advantages of computerised records management systems. 

 


